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Here They Are-The 9-1 Boys Of 1949

• • • • •

I

I

Musketeer gridders pictured are, front row, (I tor): O'Brien, Liber, Crowe, Duff, Roeckers, McQuade. Second Ballaban. Third Row: l\lilostan, Beach, Hoffman, Hardy,
Gearding, Curl, Zimmerman, Lerario, Rankin, Gilmartin, Row: Marek, Murphy, Hahn, Keefe, Hornback, Willie,· Martinkovic, Hipp, Fennell, Hart, Buresh, Domanico,
Bacci, C a pt. Stackhouse, ~usdenmoore, DeFranco, ., Bulger, Davis, Finnell, Saban, Squeri, Mussio, Bohnert, Carinci, Robinson and Glade.
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Christmas Ball
Co-Chairmen,
Date 'Revealed
The Annual Christmas Ball
will be held in the Armory on
Thursday, Dec. 15, from 8: 30
p.m. until 12: 30 a.m. Co-chair·men for the event are Bob Koehl
and Paul O'Brien. Jack McDonald and his orchestra, comprised
of students from the' Cincinnati
college of Music, will furnish the
music for the event.
Tickets may be purchased from
student council .members; they
will go on sale Monday, Dec. 5.
The dance is being held on
Thursday in the hope of a good
turnout of the Dorm students,
according to Paul O'Brien.

I
.

A. Weekly Newspaper By Students From The Evanston,
Downtown, A.nd Milford Campu&es.

\
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Xavier To Go
On TV Saturday
Mr. Ed Weston, program di·
rector of WCPO-TV announced
today that a full hour- variety·
show of campus talent would
be televised as "Xavier Presents" on Saturday, December
3 from 2 to 3 p.m. over WCPO·
TV, Channel 7.
Prof. Joseph Link, Jr., Faculty Director said today that
Jerry Thole and his Campus
orchestra would be featured,
with Harry Buttelworth, baton
twirler, the Nieman twins, Don
Steltenkamp, the Four-Get-MeNots, campus quartet, Bob Ort,
pianist and organist, and an
interview with C o a c h e s Ed
Kloska and Lew Hirt on the
Phoenix Bowl game and opening basketball game Saturday.

Cou1:1c1l Hears
Of New Laws
At Meeti~g

'First Xavier Squad Ever To Play Post
Season Game; Girds. For Salad Boivl

Other Events: Deficit
Removed, Ryan Reports
By Jolin Cnde

The Rev. J. Peter Buschmann,
S.J., chairman of the Student
Welfare , Committee, announced
to the members of Student council at their meeting Monday
afternoon that the committee has
passed several new rules effective immediately. Most prominent among these rulings is the
1 one that declares that an absence from a compulsory convocation, Mass, or retreat talk
will henceforth be punishable by
a one dollar fine. ·At a retreat
this fine may become as large
as five dollars for five talks
missed and if the student misses
a sixth, he must take the whole
retreat over and still pay the
five dollars fine. A second motion,
passed by the committee, states
that the revenue obtained from
·Mr. Burton Holmes, traveller, lecturer, raconteur, sat on these fines must be used for the
the platform of the Xavier Forum last Sunday evening in a benefit of the student body.
·
Th
·
Fr Buschmann also announced
Kelly green ~at, and a gr~ener buttomere;, .e occasion was a that ~otices posted on the activity
vicarious trip through Sunny Ireland via the route of bulletin board would be limited
colored movies and colorful comment.
in size, thus cutting down on
some of the "Billboards" that
This was not Mr. Holmes' first
(Continued on Page 3)
appearance on the Forum plat- his listeners were viewing, with
Ireland
as.
he
had
first
s~n it
form, nor was it the first time
that Cincinnati audiences jour- some 45 years before. Many of
neyed with the venerable gentle- his hosts and guides of the earlier
0 I
0
man to the home of the elves and trip remembered the man with
the whiskers, and many another ,Thieves entered the Bursar's
leprechauns.
had gone to find his beloved St. office in Science Hall last week
The audience of Irishmen and Patrick.
and ruined one safe and seriouswould-be Irishmen gazed raptur"Sunny Ireland" was the title
ously as scenes of Dublin and of the lecture and the pictures ly damaged two others in an unDonegal, Cork an d Connemar!i showed a sunny land, but Mr. successful effort to make off with
flashed before them. Many a wist- Holmes prefaced the lecture with the cash.
According to word , from the
ful brogue was lieard stifling· a
(Continued on Page 8)
Rev. Aloysius A. B1·een, S.J.,
nostalgic tear as the bewhiskered
treasurer, nothing was taken exlecturer told of the lovely isle and
cept
some stamps valued around
·its hardy folk.
CHRISTMAS ISSUE
$15 and a few street car tickets.
Mr. Holmes, a wanderer for the
Due to the holiday on Thurs- He pointed out that had the
last 50 or so years, added inter- day, Dec. 8, there will be no thieves been successful, a "conest and vitality to his program as issue of the Xavier News next siderable sum" would now be
he reminisced about his travels week. The Christmas luue wlll missing.
in the land of Blarney and com- be next, comln1 out on Dee. 15.
F1·. Breen felt that the attemptpared the scenes of today, which
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SURE AN' BEGORRAH~
A FINE LECTURE SIR!

Safes Thwart
H l "day R bbers ·'

By Lou Bmming
Xt1vler New;, Erliwr

Football history was made at Xavier this,meek.
.
Monday evening, at a special squad meeting, ~his year's
edition of the Xavier Musketeers voted, 32-8, to accept the
Salad Bowl invitation from Phoenix, Ariz. They will meet
the Arizona State Teachers College of Tempe, Ariz., and thus
become the first Xavier football
squad ever to play a post-season
game.
Climaxing a day of hectic bowl
feelers and bowl bids, the members. of the squad ~e:rersed an
earlier afternoon dec1s10n not to
Students returning from be- play in a bowl.
According to w o r d from Al
tween-semester vacations will
inaugurate the second semester Stephan, director of athletics, the
social calendar with a series of Salad Bowl is one of the largest
social events planned by the charity bow 1 s in the country,
Campus Commit.tee in coopera- ranking with the E a s t-W e s t
tion with various dorm student Shrine Bowl in California. All
organizations. Tentatively sched- proceeds, minus the guarantee for
uled for the first weekend of the the two schools involved, go for
new semester the affair will in- the needy children of Phoenix,
clude a dance and a stag party. Ariz. It is a Kiwanis-sponsored
Tom Brown, Jack Fitzgerald and affair.
Stephan sent the following teleFaris Zain were appointed to
the committee in charge of the gram to Mr. Barton LaDowd,
chairman of the selection comaffair.
A committee was also named mittee in Phoenix: "Xavier Musby President Jack O'Leary, at keteers are honored and grateful
the meeting Monday night, to in- to accept your invitation to help
vestigate the possibility of hold- the worthy cause of aiding undering an ice-skating party for the privileged children in the Salad
dorm students in the near fu- Bowl on Jan. 2."
Xavier's opponent, the Arizona
ture. It was decided to cancel
plans for a Christmas party be- State Teachers college of Tempe,
cause of the proposed Student is a high-scoring aggregation that
thrives on the rarified air out
Council Dance on Dec. 15.
In accordance with a resolu- Phoenix way. To date they have
tion passed at the Committee turned in six victories with but
(Continued on Page 5)
meeting last week, Mass cards
were sent to several dorm students in whose families a death
Student Mass Set.
occurred recently. .
For
Bellarmine Dec. 2
Ed Nock announced that the
Student
Victory Mass will be
Job Placement Service office has
been moved to the room former- held in Bellarmine Chapel Friday
ly occuppied by the old canteen Dec. 2 at 7: 45 a.m. This marks
on the first floor of the Vnion the close of a very successful
football season and marks the
Building.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - opening of our basketball season.
ed burglary took place either the It is fitting that we should open
night before Thanksgiving or our basketball season with such
a Victory Mass.
Thanksgiving afternoon.
A Victory Mass for the Salad
As yet no arrests have been
made. Police are working on the Bowl game will be held at a
later date.
case.

Seconcl Semester
Activities Plannecl
By Dorin Council
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Cincinnati Post Rapped

S

tudent Council members have a responsibility to their constituents, their school
and themselves, if they are right thinking
men.. One of the many duties assumed by
council members and stated in the constitu;.
tion of the Student Government Association
is to be present and active at all meetings of
council.
The News feels that several members of
this year's council are failing in this respect.
At two of the three recent council meetings
there was no voting quorum because nine
men were absent at one meeting and seven
at the other. They may have had some excuse
. early .in the year when time and place· of
meetings were almost matter for conjecture.
But now that a single time for every meeting
has definitely been established these uncalled-for· absences show only a lack of initiative and school interest.
But absences are not all that is noticeable.
A decided lack of _enthusiasm on the part of
-some men in council necessarily shifts the
bulk of work and responsibility onto a few
conscientious workers. True, affairs sponsored by council this year have been successful and well received, but the point is that
they would have been so much better had all
of council been behind the project. .
.
In short, a few unthinking, lethargic members are jeapordizing the entire student council by their "do-nothing" attitude. It's time
they wised up and got into the spirit of things
instead of· being in things in spirit only.

The Cincinnati Post of recent weeks has
furnished a rather striking example of
the contradictory position that very many
big-city journals maintain year-in and yearout without any apparent qualms of conscience.
The problem usually is that the editorial
writers decry crime and violence while the
sensation-seeking front page men do their
part to increase crime and violence by means
of juicy write-ups plus pictures. In the case - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - at hand the Post has done something that is •
Whi h di .. - f AC.
• ·. .
•D •
perhaps to be viewed with even greater
In
c The Spo~ts E. tor 0
ertain Cincmna!• a•1Y
alarm. On its front page it has been champion- Is Emulated To The Extent That Why The Tavem ~dl Lose
ing-morality while its editorials.have advocat- Is Brought Out, But Not Bow Th~y Migbt·Win-Done In Epic
ed a teI1et of laissez-faire. philosophy.·
, · Style Too. <Bot Diggety!); Also, Class Ring· Corrections.
We congratulate the Post on it~ series,
.- . • • • • •
·
The Gr~a.t~st Story Ever Told: When papers INVOCATION
··
·
·
run religious news, the copy is usually of a
Oh holy muse of poetry, .
controversial nature: that sells newspapers
I ask you, please, give aid to me.
and rakes in more money. But Oursler's life
_,
of Christ is as non-controversial and inter- PART THE FIRST
denominational as it could be without aband'Twas the night before 12/8,
·il'
oning genuine orthodoxy. The Post seems,
And all through the scbool
primarily at least, to be running the biograBoth the News and the Tavern
phy as a service to the community.
Were studying the Rule,
We condemn, the Post for · its editorial
The field had been white-lined
.stand on the recent hub-bub over obscene
With~ a good deal of care
literature. 'Invoking freedom of press and
For soon a great grid game
speech as gods, the editorial writers down
Would take place there.
on Elm Street take the stand that anything
·
that gets into print should be allowed on news- PART THE SECOND
stands. The answer, of course, is that the
Snuggled in bed was little Lou Bunning
Post is failing to distinguish between freedom
Who wore on his face a sly look of cunning,
and license. If pro-communist "literature"
"I'm smiling,'' he said, "because of my ringers!
»
0 .
must be banned because it is iri. the act of
"They're prep stars and FILE CLERKS-aren't we the stingers?"
t has been brought to the attention of the overthrowing the nation, then obscene literaWhile across the campus was poor Charley Hogan, . ,
"
News that little beside a marked spirit of ture should be banned because it is in the act
Who moaned then sighed, "Our best is a slogan,
· apathy and lack of concern has greeted the of overthrowing the nation.
"'Yes, 'T' for Tavern is ·all we can say,
We feel the need to point out this neat
Outmanned and out-powered-oh dis~al day!",
C?.mpus Committee's effort to establish a Job
Placement Bureau for Dorm Students. The trick of fence-straddling. Perhaps if the,Post
• • • • •
committee's members, encouraged· by the (and very many other newspapers and magaIt has just occured to me that I am carrying about D-minus in
success of a similar organization last summer, zines) see their dilemma, they will see fit to Aesthetics for apprq:ving a test poem at least twice as good as this,
voted at the start of the fall semester to get off the fence and be consistent one way or and that the instructor can probably read (I know he can write. reorganize ··and continue the bureau. Their the other.
·
D's at least). Hence, the abrupt cessation qf the "poem.·~ Furthermore,
efforts have thus far been greeted only by a
when I appeal to the poetic muse, I wish she would not send her
deficit in the Bureau's budget and continued parently do not realize, or do not care that sick little brother.
,
·
·
refusals of jobs by students.
they, by their lack of concern, are placing
• • •
Of the 76 men who submitted their names, the. ~ureau and Xavier in an embarrassing ~o information was ayailable
onlv sevPn have .Paid their 25 cents.-a week pos1t10n.
this week about correcting the
dues in full. This charge is necessary to the
The Job P.lacement Bureau is a good idea, "Ph B" on 1950 or '51 Herf-Jones
functiong of the Bureau. It is used to pay thought up and worke<;l out by capable and class rings already acquired, as· ··
.
for the Bureau's daily ad in the Cincinnati sincere students. Its future success or failure Frank Ulrich, the Jones repre- In the interest of art education, ·
papers.
.
depends on the co-operation of the Dorm Stu- sentative, was out of town. He the Institute of Commercial Art
The Bureau is also continually greeted dent. Until this time, it has received abso- has sent word, it is reported, to of Westport, Connecticut, is offby students' refusals of jobs: These men ap- lutely none..
the factory about' the degree ering free one complete Famous
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - changes, but. nothing official has Artists course to the third prize
i"- - - - - - - - - - - - been released about correcting winner of the National ChaiT of
existin~ Herf-Jones rings.
. Unity Octave Poster Contest. The
A spokesman for a local: com- Famous Artists course offers the
DeaTrEOditoTr:
pany stated that .his concern will winner an opportunity to study
correct both ordered and extant at home ,.under. the 11upervision
rings without charge. More data and direction of thirteen of, the
By Tom Murphy .
I thought you might be inter- should be available by the time most famous commercial artists
N o doubt most of us have wondered at one time or ested in publishing the following the next issue comes out, Dec. 15. in America, including such men
th
h
d
·
poem concerning the X.U.-U.C.
as Norman Rockwell, Al-Parker,
ano er w at stu en ts who have gradµate'd in 1949 are· doing game, which my esteemed Irish
Stevan Dohanos, Jon Witcomb,
and where they are working. Concoll)itant with this wonder- friend, Joseph Patrick McKeown Large Crowd Sees
and Albert Dorne.
ing is the thought Whether or not a' college education helps a mailed to me. He did this while Student Directed Plays
The National Chair of Unity
man to obtain a better position than if he had no degree to
·· f
waiting or the Night, Ed. of the Under the direction of students Octave Poster Contest, sponsored
show when he went job hunting.
Statistically, generally speaking, Donald P. Alloway is with the Louisville Courier Journal to enrolled in the .play production by the Mission Commission of the
. Co., Cincinnati. pmake
appearance.· Joseph workshop and acted by members National Federation of Catholic
. the results of a college education Graybar E l ectric
t · k its
·
a r 1c is a Mt. Adams prodigy, of the Masque Society, four one College Students, is open to stuseem very satisfying. Most of us
Stephen J. Burk is 'with Johns- h a v1·n·g cut h'is poe· t•JC eye t eeth act plays were produced before
know some of the men who were Mansville, Cincinnati.
dents of every Catholic college
at St x· H'gh
H
•t'
1
•
•
•
ere Js:
an overflow crowd in South Hall and university in 'the country.,
graduated recently and here is
E. Mersmann is associ- Oh the Irish Sinn Feiners
Robert
what some of them are doing:
Theatre Monday, Nov. 21.
Awards, including the Famous
ated with the Clary Multiplier Were famous grol,lnd gainers- Scenes from three plays, "Our Artists course, will be given fo1
Charles Selzer is teaching Eng- Corp.
No rough-rules abstainers
R 1 h J R0 bb ·
·
Town," "Eve of St, Mark,'' and the six posters that the judges
: lish and Latin at New Richmond
P
·
e
is
now
with
the
These
lads in disputes. ·
"Cyrano de Bergerac," and the' consider to illustrate best the
a
High School. He also will coach Drackett Chemical Co.
Where Irish confettisports activities of junior high
Lee Mando has joined the Cin- The brick ever readysketch, "If Men. Played. Cards theme o.f the Unity Octave.
students there. He is the son of cinnati staff of Delta Airlines Inc., Decided things petty
as 'Y'omen Do," made up ;he · The winning poster will be deGeorge C. Selzer, head of Xavier's Cincinati.
evening.
.signated the official poster for the
And silenced rebukes!
Accounting Department, and reGeorge E. Von~erhaar is a But the fightin'.'that frightens...
See Moaer, Page Sis
natio~al observ~ce·of the ChaiT
sides_ at 4017 Smith Road, Nor- member of the Cherry Burrell The tussle of ·Titans-of Unity Octave in January 1950.
wood.
Corp.
Took place wlicn the race
y
William A. Reuter, is an ac . Richard w. De~psey with the Tried to change tl?-e .inick face! A
1f M ..
countant with Fred T u k e and Commonwealth Life Insurance Co. Then were tenors turned belters
'
~
~ ~
Son.
·
William J, Offerle is associated Irish biddies turned welters
, Xaxv1er1vunNlver1soltyXa,Delcember 1, 11149, wekly except during vacation period. Vol.
.
• • •
llX
o.
,
v
er
University,
Hamilton County, Cincinnati, Ohio, Evanston.
Robert C. Dauer is now associ- with the National Cash Register And Celtic off-cultures
J.50 per year. Entered aa second ciu. matter October 4, 11MG at the Post
Turned "shanty" from "lace"!
Office at ctnclnnatl,. o~to, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
ated with Uhling Lauer and As- Company.
sociates, Management ConsulHenry J.- Dorenkamp, Jr., is But the bell need be t911in'
~ co
Subscrlp~lon tUO per'year.
tants.
··
.
~~\
Member
.
connected·· .with Turner-Spencer No longer. . .~onsolin'
William C. Brown, Jr., is a
and Co..
The news, wh1Je the nabons
..
Celkp ,.......,.. salesman for Brodell Motors Inc.,
Julian E. Zins is with the Red Beat swords out -of' spades. .
')
·--~1a"- C 0
n. · "
0 •~le .,_. .
DeSoto, Plymouth Dealers.
Top Brewing. Co.
Of a light's peaceful closin'
•
i
·
Paul W. Kelly is working for
John A. Braeuning is employed With four Irish opposin'~=
: Tbe Catholic. ~cbool Pn11 M'D.
·
a Science degree in Library Sci- at the Ace Radiator ~hield Co.
O'~alley and Kelly, O'Brien. .
~.--...'.'.H.:...--.~
lntenollestate C0Ue1e 1'1'111
ence at the School of Library
Joseph J. Tenover is a member McQuade.
~•R-Pt.•"··
OhJo Collere NeWlpaper All'n.
-~
Service, Columbia University.
of the Central Trust Co.
Geo. P. Schiffer
·
'
William B, Geary is associated Richai·d L. Diehl is presently
- EDITO&·IN·CDIEF..............................................................................i.,.i. 4 • ••••..•· Jr.; •a
d .
t . .
•
.
BUBINEIB HANAGEa......................................................................................J1rr1 .....,... •..
with George H. ·Thomas, Inc.
engage m a rammg program pany in the Carew Tower Build- MANAGING t:DJToa.......................................................................................:....;.....Tlm ••••· 'It
John A. Waddell is in the ad- with the Kroger Company in Cin- i'ng
'.
' Aa1telate 1 "''' ........................;.. ;.................................;.......'.............................Te• Oallar111r, •a
.
.
•
. F1al•r• E•llor............................................................................................................ Frt• H•w•IU, •at
vertising departm~nt of the Farm cinnati.
Harold A. Borgman is presently ••:.,Ts EDJToa..........................................................................................................11.. " " ' ' · •11
Quarterly published in Cincin- John A Huster is assoc'ated
t ed w1'th R o1Iman' a and EY
•• Callee• E•ller..................................................................................................Lanr llarllar
•
•
•
1
connec
l'aemn,. t:lllterlal AblHr; ...................................................Y. Vloler o. a1eDJ1Nll•lle, a.1.
nati.
with Burger Brewing Co.
·- Sons.
FACUL'l',Y 01ascToa................;...........................................;..;...............,....1eH•ll ldall. Jr.
Justin L. McCabe is associated James A Hess i
• • ••la•••• u
••
.
·
. s sa1es repre- Ra1Ph c • Maley ls with Ducken· CTll•
•••••••••
writers
•• ••t •ec•-ar ,.,,... u.1 •fftalal ••lat•••wrH1r1.
•• •• ••••••"'Xawllr uuwer·
with the Railway Mail Service. sentat1ve
for the Coca-Cola Com· Weiland Co., ClncinnatL
=~:-•lit•
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New ·'Presents'
Series. Planned
For Radio, -TV
Mr: Edward P. VonderHaar,
public relations director, announced •today that negotiations
were begun for a new "Xavier
Presents" series of radio and television shows to feature students
and faculty from the Avondale
and downtown campuses.
General director of the radio
Joseph Link, Jr., who began and
directed the shows over WKRC
and WCPO for the past three
years. The radio show .will -begin
during the second semester and
.,. be transcribed for rebroadcast
while the television show will be
produced alive in the studios and
be along the lines of a campus
variety show of music, dancing
and general entertainment of
campus talent.
Prof. Link annqunced that
Gene Friedmann and Walter.
Vester, Al Moser and Fred .Newbill are writers for the shows,
and Jerry Thole and his campus
orchestra of 12 pieces wm be
featured, along with the forgetme-~ots, Don Steltenkamp, Marvin Mains, Robert Ort, Jim Nieman, and members of the Glee
Club, Band and Masque Society.
Auditions for ,both shows will
be· held for announcers, musiciahs, production men and con:
tinuity writers be.fore Christmas.
.

· Former Director. Meets Successor

Victor L. Dial, director of the Masque Society, {n is seen
chatting with James P. Glenn, (r) former director of the Masquers,
following the four one-act plays given by members of Dial's Play
Production Class last Monday evening in South Hall.
Glenn, instructor in English at St Xavier high school, took over
the reigns of the society in Feb.ruary, 194'7, and produced several
one act plays. His son, James Jr., sophomore, appeared in Monday's
finale, Cyrano de Bergerac, as LaBret.
Glen was very much amused at Gerry Keefe's presentation of
"If. Men Played Cards As Women Do" as this George Kaufman
comedy was one of the plays staged under his direction.

Accounti·ng
·Society
To Stage
.
'
Deb Qt e w·th
UC count erpart s
I

1:!9n.

Council Inforn1ed
OfNewLaws...

(Continued from Page 1)
are posted there. Many large
notices on the board take up
far too much room, and many
clubs are not able to find space
for their notices. All notices of
student activities wilfbe no larger than the size of an ordinary
sheet of paper, 8%" by 11",
Paul O'Brien and Bob Koehl
were appointed by council as
co-chairmen of the Christmas
Darice, to be held in the Armory
on Thursday, Dec. 15. No committee for the dance has been
announced as yet.
An unofficial report on the
.Military Ball returns shows that
council netted between three and
four hundred dollars, thus pulling them out of their long-standdeficit.
Jim Ryan, representing the
Overseas Service Program of the
regional NFCCS, announced that
the OSP ,is. sponsoring a variety
show \vith about twenty acts on
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 13 and
14, in South Hall. He asked council's cooperation in making the
show a big success.

INews Editor,

BllSJlleSS
.
Head
At Convention

Lou Bunning and Je1\ry Halloran, editor and business manager
of the News will entrain Thursday, Dec. 1 for Marque t t e
university where they will attend
the bi-annual National Catholic
Educational Press Congress.
The Convention, which will run
Dec. 2, 3, and 4, is intended to
give its members the opportunity
to discuss the purposes essential
for Catholic college newspapers
a'nd magazines and air common
problems with an eye towards
improvement.
Also to be treated will be the
ways in which Catholic college
newspapers can drive home desired points of interest to the
student body.
· Bunning and Halloran have
been selected to appear on a
panel which will dominate and
lead all discussions. They will ·
explain the Jesuit College Newspaper Association to the convention from a brochure compiled
by Tim Dowd, JCNA editor.

An intercollegiate debate between the accounting students of Xavier and the University of Cincinnati, sponsored
by the National Association of Cost Accountants, has been set
for Thursday, DeG. 15, at 8 p.m. The site will be the Victory
Room of the Hotel Gibson.
Subject of the debate is Resolved: Tha.t High Individual
Surtaxes Should Be Reduced As
They Are Harmful To Our NaDue-to difficulty in clearing the
tional Economy. Xavier has drawn
evenings of Dec. 7 and 9, the
the affirmative.
NFCCS has postponed the dates
The chairman of the accounting for i'ts benefit Var1"ety show und
f
M"
·
·
u
·
·
't
epartment 0
iami niversi Y til a more suitable time after
"II b h ·
f th d b t
WJ
e c airman o
e e a e.h. Christmas. The show will be pre- .
The -NACA plan to make t is sented i·n an effort to secure funds
l ff · ·
h" h th
an annua a air m w lC· · e for the Overseas Servi·ce Prothree universities will part1c1pate gram of the NFCCS.
·
f h'
·11
Winner o t is meet WJ engage 'The presentation was staged at
·
o
'th h d f t d
Miami in· 195 • w1
h · t e e ea e Our Lady of Cincinnati college
team acting as c airman. ·11
last October, and it drew such
Xavier students who Wl par- favorable ·comments that it was
· ·
w 't T A d ams, decided to include Xavier talent
t1c1pate areb t &LF erd H·
D
John K. Ab o t, er
auser, on and put the show on in South
K nipper,
·
R a 1P h s ommer, F rank Hall for the benefit of the OSP.
Thiemann and Gerald Vonderbrink. Philip Scharper, faculty r,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
moderator of the Philopedian, is
The Drue Store closest to
adviser for the team.
Xavier UDivenlt1
Abbott, Knipper and Sommer
The Abe .Baumring
will speak with the others acting.
Pharmacy
as alternates and assisting in the
EVANSTON
prepa.ratory work.

I
·
NFCCS postpones
·variety
. . p rogram

Philopedians Open
Debate
Season At
'·
• C0 IIege ·
0 tterb etn

.
With long weeks of preparation
and practice debating behind
them, speakers of Xavier's Poland Philopedian Society are
slated to see action in the near
future. According to Philip J.
Scharper, moderator of the
speech group, participation in
tournaments will be stressed this
year in order to give everyone
in the- organization the greatest
possible experience.
First on the slate of activities
for the season is a tournament at
Otterbein college on Dec. 10. This
is to be followed early in February by a tourney at Purdue uni-.
versity. Several . other engegements are under consideration,
among them a trip to the Tournament of· the Azaleas at Mobile,
Ala. This expedition is merely
tentative, however, because the
date is expected to conflict with
semester examinations.
Definitely scheduled is an NFCCS tournament here at Xavier
in March; the Philopedians hold
the chairmanshi~ of the regional
debate commission. The · team
ranking first in this tourney will
advance to the national NFCCS
tournament in Philadelphia.
Taking high priority op the
list of this year's accomplishments is the formation of a
Speakers' Guild, consisting of
10 men who will tour the meetings of 25 parish groups and
Catholic organizations in the
city.• Mr. Scharper emphasized
the impo_rtance of this work in
promoting Catholic action, since
the topics chosen deal with cur- rent problems, such as labormanageinent relations.
.
· Resp9nse to the call for speakers
has not been altogether satisfactory and anyone who is inter. ested in this type of work is
urged to contact Scharper and
volunteer;
As a means of affording more
competitiOn for debate squad
members, the organization has
been split into two units, one
composed of fr ea h men · and
· sophomores and the other consiltbig of jwlior and senior mem-
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Too Important To Forget The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy

resto~ing

food makes it an .essential

in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
AV. 6480

2519 Vine Street

I

~~~~~~~------~=============

LOOK SMARTER. • FEEL BETTER
ON .m OFF THE CAMPUS
Gralnadler•
•

Rich Antique Brown
leathers •••' Double·

Ask for it either way ... both
·trade-mm·ks mean the same thing.

51M2

stitched storm welt
••• Straight outside
sole extension.

95

luy FrlendllnHI of flt Today

14

OTHER
STYLES
9.95 to lt+.9!1

The Georgia Tech College Inn in Atlanta, Georgia,
is a favorite haunt of the Georgia Tech students.
That's because the Georgia Tech College Inn is a
friendly place, always full of the busy atmosphere
of college life. There is always plenty of ice·cold
Coca.Cola, too. For here, as in university gather·
· ing spots everywhere-Coke belongs.
IOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA·COLA COMrANY IV

THE COCA·COLA BOTl'LING WORKS COMPAN'I

504 Vine Street

~ ~·~

'.

0

..

. I ....

1949, The Coca.Cola Company

_•••. ;._i,_ '- ... ··--~ --

,.: .. ~.,;;,,·, ·~~:o....:._

'
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ALL· DAY CLINIC TO HIGHLIGHT BASKETBALL .OPENING
XAVIER SPORTS

Musketeers Open Toughest Card In History AgaiQSt
Franklin 'Saturday; Hirt Set On Starting Five.
· By Jack Schroeder

Saturday ·night at 8:30 p.m. the Musketeer hoopsters,
under the watchful eye of Lew Hirt, will open their 1949-50

. usk1·es End Season w1·1h 9-1 M.,ark
M
By Taking Stubborn Herd Squad, 13-7, ro~:s;~:~~e

basketball campaign against Franklin college of Indiana, in
the Fieldhouse.The contest will be the first of 26 on a schedule
that may prove a nightmare for Xavier before mid-March

Inspired Marshall-;-Not To Mention Rain And
•
•
• • •
•
Penalt1es-G1ve V1s1t1ng Blue A
Rough
Time
•B Y Ju d e Bi..
•
.

SPORTSMANSHIP
vnv··ie·, fl basket
rs ne
•
ball team wili inaugurate a 26
game schedule. Students are urged
to match the performances of our
hoop heroes with the best of spectator sportsmanship and courtesy
to visitors and officials.

sau
t rd
ay,

fact that Franklin beenkeymenintheHirt.sfrategy
1 d has two games under its for the past three campaigns.
area Y
.
.
Cady May Return Soon
belt, ~he Batt~hon will be a_!ie~vy
Mal McMullen, who was lost favorite to triumph. Th~ ilast. time th
h · d. t' t th
d'
. 1947
roug gra ua ion o e 1n ianthe two te~ms lllet w~ m
' apolls Olympians of the National
wh~n Xavier o~ned .its season Basketball Association is the only
a.gamst the Hoosier quintet. ~at player missing from last year's
time, t~e Blue romped to an easy squad. Bill Cady, junior pivot man
7o- 53 victory.
is out at the present time with a
Starters Announced .
bad leg, but ~e i~ expect~d to be
Saturday night, Xavier coach ready for action m the very near , ·
Lew Hirt will rely on a sopho- future.
.
more, two juniors and two seniors. However, he will not be back
to start the season's scoring. The in tiµle for the Georgeto\\'.n game
·first five, backed up by a Dec. 6. That night the Musketeers
horde of able substitutes, will be willl entertain ·the Kentuckians in
comprised. of Art Morthrost. and the F~el~hous.e, before moving to
Bob dean at the guards, assiste.d th.e Cmcmnatl, Garden for a game
by Bill Hoffer, and Bob Alsto.n di- ·with Western Kentucky Dec. 6.
viding the· double pivot chores
Georgetown Improved
with Middie _Smith.
So far, in a series of six games,
Smith, a sophomore, performed the Big Blue has not lost . to
on the freshman club last season, Georgetown. Last season, Xavier
and has ilooked so good thus far took the measure of the Blue
·
·
·
·
·
that he has won himself a star~mg .Grass qumt, 68-48, at Paris, Kenberth. Dean and Hoffer are JUn· tucky. However, the. southcn gen·
iors who helped the Musketeers tlemen are a much impr~ved club
compile a record o! 16 won ~nd 10 over the 19~8-49 team, and could
lost last year. Morthorst and Al- cause the Hirtmen no end of anx.
·
.
ston are the seniors who have iety.
• • • • •

T?~ Musketeer~ :vard_ed off two rough. e~e~ents, ra~n and
penahties, Thanksgivmg Day and put the fmishmg frostmg on
a brilliant season by pounding Marshall 13-7, at Huntington,
West Virgi:qia.
This closing victory gives Kluska's' grid aces a 9-1 season
mark and clinches their claim to
the mythical State Championship.
Only twice before in the history
..
• • •
of the school h av e Musketeer
elevens done so well.
Xavier expected some trouble
.
•
.
from Marshall and the eager Herd
offered spirited resistance, but the
.
By Sam Schwert
biggest blocks were penalties and
Only eight more days!
• the dreary conditions. Three
'Till Christmas? No, 'till the News ·meets the Mermaid
touchdown drives were checked Tavern in Xavier's own Barbarossa Bowl Dec. 8.
by holding miscues.
Xavier Stadium will be the scene of the fracas and a nine..
'X' Goes Ahead
.
··
man game will be played because of the lack of reserve
The Musketeers took the lead t
th · th T
Th
early in the second quarter when ~ .r~g .~n e ave~~· b e :am~ b
fi h
t}i fi .
H
1
Cliff Wilke speared a four yard h ig ca i red g:~~
ti
~
P aye P~::s a togu!e ~: Te (f~~hTav~;:~
0
McQuade lob for his 13th touch- ow~ve~i8~h t
~amsth ave ;s- formation. No special assignment
down of the season. The 192 pound sure t a f bla dno . -:_sbs hand ve
b
11
oo. wi
e s e ·
will e giyen his men for it's
.
. .
. quar s o
hne crasher thus mamtamed his L
B
.
t .
f th every man for himself when they
personal record of scoring in evou unmng, cap am o . e leave the huddle.
team and
star quarterback,
.
1 poun d'mg b Y News
·
. .
.
.
Jack Cade, Paul Bleume, Tom
·ery game. Con t mua
F mne
.
11, W'lk
i e, an d Sb
a an, an d a has
h beent whipping
St . , t his. .team.into Gallagher, and Walt Vester, who
. 11 s ape a
ems rammg camp h
. . d b'd f
12 yar d McQ ua de pass t o F m?e
for the past two weeks. With ave a 11 receive
i s rom
·
ha~ .pushed. the Mus~~teers into scrimmages every night and a Wooford college, will spark the
striking ~erritory. Consistent Ger- persistent drilling in fancy plays Tavern team. Leo. "Legs" Bresry Keefe~ p~acemen~ was accurate Captain Bunning and his flashy lin and Jim Ryan,. two former
and Xavier. ~~Id this 7-0 advant- crew are planning to stage a peewee stars, will also do or die
By Frank :Sommerkamp
age at halftime.
.
. th mad attack ,on next Thursday for the h ,Tavern cause.. Charley
Mars h a 11 k no tt ed i't at 7-7 m
e morn.
Lang, t e only . man.. who can
Some 400 high school coaches arid players from Ohio,
third period after McQuade furnpronounce all the names on Notre Indiana and Kentucky will attend the first annual high school·
bled on his own 37. Charles FeldSuch Power-r-r-r!
Dame's team, will .,also be a
basketball clinic Saturday, Dec. 3 at the Xavier University
son pitched three direct hits to
The News boasts a line that can threat to the News aggregation.
Fieldhouse.
put Cam Henderson's crew back only be rivaled· by the g r e a t
Surprise Player?,·
in contention. Rockwell caught Musketeer line of the past season.
The initial event is being jointly sponsored by Xavier,
A ninth man is yet to be an- - - - - - - - - - - - - - the Cincinnati Post and the Great·
the first two and the seven yard Gene Driscoll, who once touched
er Cincinnati Athletic G 0 0 d s
scoring heave was handled by Leon Hart, and Jim Bunning, the nounced by Hogan but" rumor has
Dealers' Association.
Don Gibson. Hartley kicked the only.man who can get in the CC?>x it that Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, S.J.,
Invitations have been sent to
tying point.
Tl'leatre under the door, are faculty moderator,· will be the
aa high school mentors in the triBut Muskies come Back
starting ends. "Gorgeous" .George surprise player of ·the day.
The game gets under way at
state area who are encouraged to
With the possibility of an up- Jutze and "Little" Bob Shildbring as many as five players
set blemish marring their great- meyer will play the guard-tackle 10:30 a.m. There is no cover and
with them.
ness, the Musketeers roared back position, . and Jim Keefe; triple no minimum. Wear your best
Registration will take place bewith a 65 yard touchdown march. threat .man at OLC in 1946, will bullet-proof vest, zip the better
half in a straight jacket, come
tween 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. FromThe same trio that had powered play center.
then until noon, rules and regufor the yardage in the first drive
Th6 backfield includes Captain early to get a good seat and
lations of. the game will be exdid it again with John Saban Bunning, ~alph Holmeyer, who join in the mayhem if you like.
bucking the final yard for his used to stand-in for tackling
plained and illustrated under the
first collegiate touchdown, and dummy at Purcell high school,
chairmanship of Xavier's he a d
XAVIER
1949
the one whch gave Xavier the Tom Lyons, a Chicago Bears
cage coach, Lew Hirt.
victory.
fan, and Frank Sommerkamp, BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Other Principals
Marshall came back to~ threaten, the only man on the team with Sat. Dec. 3 Frankiln
B
Other principa[s in Saturday's
but with Captain Ray Stackhouse two heads.
T\les Dec 6 Georgetown, Ky. B
cage classes will be Warren Schol·
leading the charge, the Blue bracWed. Dec. H Western Ky.
ler of Hamilton High and Joe
Dowd, Bucket Back
ed and held on Xavier's one yard
Martin, Lockland Wayne tutor.
Reserve men are Jerry Hall~r Sat. D~c. 10 Youngstown
line.
Sat.
Dec.
11
Louisville
Scholler, a graduate of Hamilton
This was the final regular game an, Dan Solon, - Jack Schroeder, Wed. Dec. 21 Santa Clara
and
Ohio State University led the
in Musketeer togs for five senior Paul Bauer, Ed Westwood, "and Tues. Dec. 27 Holy Cross
Big Blue quintet to the state Class
Joe
Stine.
Tim
Dowd,
the
Tersquad members. Capt. Ray StackA championship last winter in
Wed. Jan. 4 Youngstown
house, Jim Marek, Tom Duff, Bob rible Texan, will again carry the Fri. Jan. 6 Loyola of Bait.
his first season as head'"Qasketball
buckets.
McQuade, and Jim DeFranco
Sat. Jan. 7 Louisville
coach of his Alma Mater.
Captain Charles Hogan of the Mon Jan. 9 · Western Ky._
bowed out in fine fashion.
Arthur F. Mort_horst, Senior Meanwhile, Coach Martin has
Tavern has had a .bit of trouble
EcQDomics major, was elected had consistently fine t ams at'
finding enough men to fill out a Fri Jan. 13 Lawrence Tech.
Swimming Bohs Up
Sat.
Jan.
H
Toledo
·
A
captain
of- the 1949 _50 edition of Lockland Wayne and last year
team but has • finally come up Sun.· Jan. 22 Dayton
B _·
.
took his team to the finals of the
with a few stalwart cohorts that Thurs. Jan. 26 Kentucky
CG the Musketeer basketball team. state class B tourney. . .
are determnied to give the News Tues. Jan. 31 Miami
B "Mort" was captain pf the '47-'48 At noon, the visitors will: be
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Fri. Feb. 3 Indiana ~tate
A team and his election gives him host of the Greater Cincinnati
Swimming, a sport that has was held last Tuesday, at which Tues. Feb. 7 San Franclseo OK the honor of being the first man Athletic Goods Dealers' Associabeen extinct at Xavier for sev- the coach's policies were outlined. Sat. Feb. 10 Evansville
B to be elected to the position tio~ at ~ luncheon in, the XU
eral years, is back, and a · Any Xavier man who wishes Sat. Feb. 25 Toledo
B
.
Umon Building.
schedule of competition is in the to try out for the team will' be Thurs. Mar. 2 Cleveland Tourn. A for two different years:
To- See Game As X's Guests
making.
welcomed by Hartlaub, since all
Dayton- Loyola of Morthorst, a three letter man The basic idea of the clinic ii
Paul V. Hart1aub, coach of the berths are wide open. Hartlaub
Chlcaso-John Car- and vice-president of the Varsity to promote a greater interest in
famous Coca Cola tankers, has would like to look over as much
rol-:Xavier
"X" club was leading scorer on scholastic basketball in this area
been named mentor of the team, of the material at hand as is Thurs. Mar. 9 Cincinnati
. CG the '47-'48 team, when he scored_ and to aid in improving the brand
and accordnig to the athletic de- possible, before deciding on the Sun. Feb. 12 Dayton
A 323. He· was• also chosen on· the of basketball played here.
partment, he will have a free men who will make up the squad. Tues. Feb. H Miami
A second team in the NAIB tournaDiscussions will resume shortly
rein in lining up opponents and
The schedule for the. swimming Sat. Feb. 18 Marshall
A ment that year.
after_ 1 p.m. and continue through
making the usual arrangements team is as follows: Wednesday Thurs. Feb. 23 Kentuckf
A
A graduate of Purcell, where he 4:30 p.m. The entire group will'
that always accompany a coach- and Friday at Friars Club 4:30 &-Home
cG-Cln. Garden won All-City honors, Art is a remain as guests of Xavier f~r the
ing job.
p.m. Monday, Thursday at LB.
A-Awa1
OK-Oweuboro veteran and was married a year Franklin-Xavier opening buketA meeting of the ~andidates Harrison 4:30 p.m.
in ·June.
ball encounter.

GAME OF GAMES f f f
TAVERN vs XU NEWS
1

XAVIE.R .HOLDS FIRST
BASKETBAL-L CLINIC

Art MOrthQrSt

Honored For

Second Ti•me

e

Call For Mermen
Issued By. Coach
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Blue. Battalion Ducats, Seating For Hoop Game
Bowl Bound Explained By Albert Stephan
With Salad Bid Activity Book Coupons at the fieldhouse ticket office

Whew! What a week! Bowl feelers, bowl bids, bowl bid rejections, bowl bid acceptaz;ices, meetings in the afternoons, special
meetings in the evening, d~scussions among the players. To go or
not to go; how about studies? How about Christmas jobs? How
about the extended .drudgery of more practice? Double, double,
toil and trouble; tempers burn and bowl bids bubble.
After a very hectic Monday the members of the Xavier football team ~oted, 32-8, to participate in the Salad Bowl at Phoenix
Arizona. With the decision reached, the story released to the press:
and the football; team making the most of is curtailed vacation
before he resu~ptit>n of practice Dec. 12, activity in the athletic
department slowed tp the mere riot stage as George Deidesheimer
Mary Matthews and company began meeting the rush for basket~
ball tickets.
·
Oruy time will tell just what effect the Salad Bowl trip wiill have
on the members of the football team. On the whole, the gridders
are for the New Year's Day contest; A few still would like to call
it quits for a campaign but are willing to go for the sake of team
unity.
·
If the Musketeers are quartered';. dined and feted in the style
that has beceme traditional for the post-season classics, .the result
should be a pleased group of young men.
·
But if Xavier's team runs into the difficulties it encountered in
Huntington Thanksgiving, 42 disgruntled, disillusioned and discouraged boys are going to be returning to Cincinnati Jan. 4.
Through a misunderstanding by the athletic department, the
team stayed at a hotel where the accomodations were poor and
the food untasty to say the least. Added to the burden was the
poor condition of the playing field, a cold rain that lasted throughout the contest, officiating, that was utterly abominable and a cold
· ·
d'mner mi·1es f rom h ome.
·
'·
Thank sgivmg
• • • • •
Nine vtctories and one defeat, a commendable record. The
greatest team ever to represent Xavier, surpassing"even the superb
1941 club. Magnificent, outstandifig, and what else can you say. A
sincere_ '-Well Done!"
.
• • ff • • •

(Continued from Page 1)
Good For Seat Exchange prior to noon of the day before
the game and receive a reserved
two losses arid st~ll one game reBy Jim Keefe
maining. This final encounter is Alb.ert A. Stephan Xavier's seat stub. Their activity books
(Continued on Page 6)
with Utah State, Saturday, Dec. athletic director, announced the
Earlier in the day, Xavier had plans for student seating at basreceived another bid from the Sun ketball games this coming season.
Bowl in El Paso, Texas to replace In an interview with the News,
Texas Tech which had declined the young athletic boss also outthe offer. Before action could be lined the procedures for student
taken the bid was withdrawn be- admission to Xavier's home
cause the underwriters for the 1W1mes.
affair . demanded a local repreThe three large center sections
sentahve to assure the gu~ran~ee on the south side of the fleldpost~d. George~o~n university house will be · reserved for the
previo~sly had been selected a~d students. The blea.::hers on the
now will meet Texas Western m same side· will also be reserved
A U. S. Air Force inter·
the Jan. 2 fray.
.
if necessary. ,,viewing team will be
. On the heels. of the Sun Bowl Pertaining to admittance to the
here to give you com·
bid and retraction came one from games, Stephan set forth the folplete details about the
a grou~ in Mobile, Ala., who is lowing plan: For the first three
many flying and non·
sponsormg ~ bowl, the name and home games this season, coupons
. flying opportunities open
d~te of which are yet to be de- from the student activify books
tp single young men be·
ci~e.d .. T~e opponent ~as . to be will admit the bearer to the
tween ages of 20 and
Misissippi Southern. This bid was game. Coupon No. 9 will be used
26Vz. Find out how you·
rejected by .member~ of the squad for the Franklin game Saturday,
can prepare for a career
as an officer in the U. S. I
at the evenmg meetmg by a 26 to Coupon No. 10 for the GeorgeAir Force!
12 vote.
. town game Dec. 6, and coupon
Only once b~fore had Xa'.\'ier No. l~ for the Youngstown game
even been considered for a pos.t- Dec. 14.
s_eason gam~. That was back in Concerning the remaining eight
~941, ~ollowmg the great seasc:m games in the fieldhouse, students
m ~hich t~e Musketeers, ilead byw
..~il~l;;p;r~e~s;en~t~t~he~i~r~ac~t;iv~i~ty~b~o~o~ks;;~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
their ~ce-signal-callerRed.Lavalle, p.
compiled a 9-1 reco~d, lo~mg onl;
tot Kentucky as did this years
1warts. '
s aAll
· · · . f'
Cmcmnati igured t h e y
were a shoo-in for the Sun Bowl
but much to everyones' dismay,
the Tulsa Hurricanes got the nod. 1
The situation was similar this
season; when following the Mus- 1
keteer's victory over UC prospects
looked very bright, only to have
• •
Georgetown win out.
· Coach Ed Kluska revealed that
the team will lay off until Dec. 12
w h e.n practice· sessions' resume.
C.::hristmas vacation· wHf be cut
short for the footballers as they
leave .for Phoenix, Dec. 28. Plans
are not definite aS to the mode
of travel for the squad but it appears that they will fly out and
back by chartered plane.
Last year in the Salad Bowl,
D r a k e defeated the host club
U .
't f A ·
b
h '
mvefrsi Y 0
rizona Y a w opper o a score.

Good News

for
Air Min clecl
College

f' Men!

11

With all the hustle and bustle about the football team and the
bowl game, the basketball season seems destined to open with
less fanfare than it deserves. Coach Lew Hirt is starting his fourth
season and is optomistic, a rarity among coaches.
With Xavier's toughest -basketball schedule ahead, Coach Hirt
has ventured the enthusiaf!tic comment that the boys are in good
shape and have been working hard in preparation for the campaign.
The hardwood Musketeers will miss BiU Cady but Hirt is
hopeful for his quick return. Bill was supposed to report to the
medics this week to get .the verdict on when he can start running
again on his injured right knee.
Whatever happens, we would like to .extend our best wishes to
·coach Hirt and the basketball team !o~ this seas~n. The road is ro~gh
but-the football team completed the1r Journey with only one flat tire,
and with the breaks, Xavier's hoopsters could climb to unparallelled
heights.
.
.

~--------~------------~

• • • • •
Notes on the Marshall game; The Thanksgiving Day game with
the Thundering Herd was the first football game televised in West
Virginia. Radio Station WSAZ did the honors capably. Sports writers
Jim Miner, and Bill Ford plus Athletic· Director Bob Coates were
scheduled to appear on the half-time fans-in-the- stands show but
·only Miner left the dry pressbox to stand in the pelting rain and be
interviewed ... we could write· 1000 words on the officiating, but we
are afraid that we would become so. angry and so profane that the
stuff would have to blue-penciled. So we'll just hold our nose and try
to forget the Jesse James quartet ... not to l>e denied, Cliff the Bull
Wilke tallied in the second quarter for his 13th touchdown and at
.least one marker in every game ... Only about 8000 persons were in
Fairfield Stadium when the game started and the constant rain
drove most of these under the stands . . • the result :was the second
half was almost a private match between the two teams.

• • • •

Give a Lovely Lady
Little White Gloves
Be Sure to Please
2.95

•

'.

Little publicized by the local papers was the ·fact that three
Musketeers received honorable mention in the United Press AllAmerica selections. Capt. Ray Stackhouse, Jim DeFranco and Sophomore Tito Carinci were the honored three.

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Student rate, 3 months SlO

'\/:"

~; . ::-:.~"-

'~'C~~
\- - ~~-

\~:.-_~:-:-~-All makH
Underwood,
conditioned
.ale. Prlee
term•, ,l,llO

NEW

PORTABLES Bo;ral,
Corona, Bemtnstoa and re8TANDABD -hlan for
f19.llO up, BUDOBT Mle
per week.

PETER PAUL SERVICE
BOB MalD Street

PA 0885

EspeCially for a special someone. . .snowy
white gloves of English doeskin, caught at

For

Watch for the·
GOOD, TASTE

I

GOOD HEALTH

Opening Date of our

nice because they're easy on her eyes and ,
your pocket. Pretty and practical, they wash.

New
Flower Shop
and

,.,...,~

the wrist with simulated pearls. Doubly

An Independent Slnee lUI

•

CARL~S

Sizes No. 6 to

7~.

• •

Mabley's Gloves

M-hley

&

•

2.95

Street Floor
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Wives Clu~ Elects Seating For Hoop Two Pick Score
Officers Launches Game Explained Of XU-Marshall
'
(Continued from Page 5)
will
then be stamped.
Christ_mas Project Seats
Game In Contest
for the three contests in

By Al )loser
A congenial, comfortable atmosphere pervaded South Hall
a couple of Mondays ago as members of Dial's Play Production Class
gathered to exhibit some of their wares to fellow students. This is
to declare that the fellow-students were immensely pleased, and
would like to see more.
A consideration of the evening's work can't be very comprehensive in this limited space. The student directors are deserving of the
most attention, with an appreciative nod to some better-than-average
acting.
Joe Stine, who directed "Our Town" had the biggest writing
job of the fi;!Vening in trying to acquaint hW audience with the events
preceding his scene in the play, in the same style that the play was
written. This Mr. Stine did exceptiona1i1y well, and for his effort
gets marked in my book as having the best prologue· of the evening.
In the remainder of the scene, the young director managed to capture
completely the peculiar and intriguing theatrical effects, which Wilder conceived for his friendly play.

Installation of officers was held
at the Nov. 20 meeting of the Musketeer Wives Club. Mrs. Joh!l
Hart was installed as president,
Mrs. Eugene Gemperline, vice
president; Mrs. John Munroe,
secretary; Mrs. Ralph Sommer,
treasurer, and Mrs. Robert Wallace, publicity.
"Religion in American History"
was the topic of the speaker,
Rev. Thomas G..onry, S.J.
The Christmas project was
launched. The Wives Club is
making stuffed toys and reconditioning old toys for the poor and
underprivileged children of Cincinnati.

the Cincinnati Garden will be
obtained in the same manner as
for the eight home games.
Coupon No. 11 will be stamped
when taken to the fieldhouse
ticket office in exchange for a
seat at the Western Kentucky
Polio Fund contest Dec. 10.
These services are rendered to
the students at no extra cost.
It was emphasized by Athletic
Director Stephan that the activity
books are privileges of the students and are NOT transferrable.
Persons lending or borrowing the
books run the risk of confiscation.
There will be no reduced admission for companion tickets.

Xavier has it's own Dick Dunkel in the form of Charles Kirkwood and Jim Winters. Both of
these men came up with the
exact score of the Xavier-Marshall game in the Chesterfield
score-guessing contest. 13-7 was
the final outcome of the game
and both successful entrants
made just one slight error and
that was giving Marshall their
touchdown in the fil'st half instead of the second.
Kirkwood and Winters will
split the two prizes that were
offered in the contest with each
being the recipient of two cartons
of Chesterfi~lds.

•Y
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· The two dream scenes from
Anderson's "Eve of St. Mark"
were powerful testimony of Dick
Shannon's directorial talent. I
can't say that "St. Mark" is Anderson's worst p11ay, because I
haven't read all of them, but it's
the worst one that I have read,
and is certainly one of the poorest
war plays ever produced. The
dream scenes are a little better

than the rest of the play, but
even these are trite and melodramatic. It's a tribute to Mr.
Shannon's good taste that he
managed to make something enjoyable and moving out of them.
No other word but the old college
Cl1iche terrific will describe the
lighting of these episodes. The
simple, almost statuesque staging
was also most effective.

* * • * •
A switch from bad corn to good corn was proof of good programming on someone's part. George Kaufman's sketch "If Men
Played Cards As Women Do,'' is certainily "good corn,". and was~to
use at least one more cliche of the theatre-"played to the hilt" by
Actor-Director Gerry Keefe, and his athletic colleagues. I thought
of inviting our genial sports editor, Jim Keefe, to review this sketch,
since the four principles were more active in his field than in mine;
but reconsidered for fear there might be partiality because of family
ties. Now, after viewing the sketch, I find myslf even more partial
than Jim probably is. The justification of this lies in the discovery
in Gerry Keefe of that attribute lacking in so large a majority of
professional and amateur entertainers today-the attribute of go"Od
old-fashioned showmanship.

• • • •

•

There are no fewer showmen
today than there ever were, but
judging from appearances, fewer
of them are going into the entertainment field. Thus the pleasure
of seeing a showman-a person
who feels instinctively what the
people want-on the stage of
South Hall. Keefe knew what the
people wanted and gave it to them
in the manner tha.t they wanted
it. The folks in the audience show.
ed their enjoyment by their laughter, and if mine couldn't be distinguished from the rest, here's
an extra "Well done."

evening by attempting the final
scene of Rostand's great and popular "Cyrano de Bergerac." He
accomplished the task with exceptional finesse and good taste.
His Prologue w a s ingenious~y
done, ai:id with the costumed narrator and polished language, was
a very neat introduction and invitation to the scene. Lighting also
was warm and impressive, and the
music was effective. The little
climactic phrase from "Till Eulenspeigel" used for Cyrano's entrance sent a thrm chill down my
back, and earned for Schlichte my
nomination for the best use of
•
Ray Schlichte set for himself background music in any dramatic
the most monumental task of the production at Xavier.

• •

"'

.. .
"'

I suppose I must expresss an opinion as to the best acting of the
evening. Wonder if anyone would object if I borrowed a wel.1-chosen,
and oft-used phrase from the Sports Department, and called it a
"team victory." I'm afraid that's what I'll have to do, because in using
my own mental mting system I can't anive at the name of a "star."
People I do look forward to seeing more of are Ray Schli~hte, Doris
Wolfe, Paul Bauer, Louis Wilking, Jim Ausdenmoore, Walt Vester
and Beth Flannery. 0. K.?
Some discerning person m a y
note that, aside from some remarks on one of the plays, there
isn't any criticism in this article.
Xavier's Musketeers will play
Does this mean that there were
Western
Kentucky State Teachno faults in the plays, that they
couldn't be better? Definitely not! ers College in a polio benefit
There is much ·room for improve- game in the Cincinnati Gardens
ment, but no good purpose would
on Dec. 10. The game was moved
be served in airing the mistakes
at this late date. The student di- from the fieldhouse to the Gardrectors will be personally appris- ens to handle the larger crowd.
ed of my criticisms-as much as
Gabe Paul, traveling Secretary
they're worth-but the purpose of for the Cincinnati Reds, is
this review is merely to advertise Sports Chairman for the event.
as loudly as possible the fact that The game will be preceeded by
we do have considerable talent a high school game between
here at Xavier,
Hughes and Western Hills.

Xavier To Aid Polio
Drive .With Tilt

WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW••• IT'S

amels
tldness!
Yes, Camels are SO MILD tliat in a coast·
to·coasl test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels-and only Camels-for
30 consecutive days, noted throat ,specialists,
~•'""~''·''.''.'.' :::
making weekly examinations, reported
{l:0;~J~:~;;;~:·

NOT ONE SINGLE C.4SE OF THR0.4T
IRRIT.4TION clue to •molci... C.4MELSI
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Boo~ters Elect

and Feb.
Dre Dsked to
Byr11e Receives Jan.
submit their name and birthdate
to the switchboard in Hinkle
N eiv Club Office1·s, B.
. Hall.
Adopt Neiv Policy irthday Gift
Bill Broering (Dec. 2); Warren
Cappel!
(Dec. 4); George Lub_The new officers of the Boost- Of Cio·cirettes
bers (Dec.
Robert Willingham
e1s Club, as announced at the
12

~lub's general meeting and party

Santa Claus
EVE. COLLEGE PEEK
Thu_rsday, Dec. 1-Choral Club,
First Floor Lounge, 8:20 p.m.
To Enliven
Dec. 4-Xavier Univer-·
sity
Alumnae
Assoc., Day of
EC Yule Dance Recollection, Bellarmine
Chapel
Su~day,

An old-fashioned Christmas
Party and Dance will be held
at the North Pole Annex on the
4th floor of the Downtown
College on Sunday, Dec. 18,
from 8 p.m. until midnight. All
Evening ·College students and
their friends are invited.
The party will be stag or drag,
and, 'tis rumored, will be honored
by a visit from Old Saint Nick
himself. The theme will be "fun
for all" in "ye olde time
Christmas spirit".
The final details of the affair,
which is sponsored by the
Boosters Club, are being completed by the Arrangements
Committee: Frank Stallo, Pat
Fisher, Joe Kirsh, Ruth Faulhaber, Jeanne Dossman, and
Larry Barker. Gerry Meyer is
in charge of decorations. Joe
Sanker, Jim Siciliano and Del
Rennekamp are handling the
publicity.

FYC Names Officers
For Coming Year
The following officers have
been elected by the First Year
Club Board of Officers: President-John Knochelmann; VicePresident-Joseph Rolfes; Corresponding S e c r e t a r y-Paul
O'Connell; Recording SecretaryHenrietta Frimming; and Treasurer-Glen
Hollander. . These
officers will guide the First Year
Club during the coming year.
The next social affair to. be
sponsored by the club will be
announced in a later issue of the
News.

Evanston Campus, 1 p,m, Horseback Riding~ Greenhills, Ohio,
2:15 p.m.
Monday; Dec. 5-Swimming Club,
Friars Club Pool, 6 p.m. Bowling· Club, Evanston Campus Alleys, 8:30· p.m. Discussion Club,
Downtown College, 9:15 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 7-Bowling Club
Evanston Campus Alleys, 8:30
p.m.

Public Relation
Heads Attending
Conventions
Edward P. VonderHaar, director of public relations and his
assistant William Bocklage, both
will be away this week attending conventions.
Bocklage, as executive secretary of the Xavier Alumni Association, left for Hiland Park,
Ill., Wednesday to take part in
a three day conference of the
American Alumni Council. The
Council will end tomorrow.
VonderHaar, as secretarytreasurer of the American Public
Relations Association, will appear on the program of the District Six meeting held in Louisville, Ky., Monday and Tuesday,
Dee. 5 and 6.
·
He will report on the national
activities of the organization at
the assembly in the Brown
Hotel. Host institution is ·the
University of Louisville.

1 as t Frid a y Nov. 25, are:
President-Joseph Sanker; VicePresident.,-Larry Barker; Re~ording Secretary-Yvonne Gan:lert; Treasurer-Dan Bondick·
Consultors-Pat Fisher, FraQI~
'Stallo, Jim Siciliano, and Bob
Callahan.
This group, chosen by popular
~lection of the club, will comprise the Board of Officers which
will govern the club for the next
year.
Before announcing the new
officers, the retiring officers helrl
a short business meeting at which
ways and means of revitalizing
the Boosters Club were discussed
and acted upon. As a result, the
club has adopted a new policy
of periodic activities for the club
to be staged by individuals
within the club. These activities
will include amateur shows,
song fests, discussion clubs, and
dramatic ·undertakings on a
small scale.

9

3);

~

Michael G. Byrne whose birthday was Nov. 13 was the winner
of the birthday carton of Chesterfielcls. With each issue of the
News a carton of Chesterfields
will be given to the student
~hose name is selected from the
llst of coming birthdayites. Students with birthdays between

(Dec. 4); Bill McHale (Dec. 3);
Tom Brennan (Dec. 3); Bill
Schulte (Dec. 10); John Huebschle (Dec. 12); Carl Himmel(Dec. 12); James Spalding (Dec.
12); Paul Charters (Dec. 14);
Earl Brulport (Dec. 8); Vince
Oliverio (Dec. 7); Carl Geise
(Dec. 13).

A.top Cincinnati's.
Histo1·ic Music Hall

Where The Nation's Top Hands rtoy Each Saturday And Sunday Eventar

Chistmas Vacation
The Evening College Christmas vacation will begin on Saturday, Dec. 17. Classes will resume on Tuesday, Jan. 3.

Special Treat This Weck-Sat. & Sun. Eves.

:~:=:~!:n.:r

11

LARRY FONTINE Grea~ ~r~~~

RESERV.A T I 0 N S --- C H 3 0 8 6

417 Vine Street

PAN AMERICAN
A ·three-in-one outfit! This
handsome all-purpose suit
gives you a jacket to combine with odd slacks . . .
trousers to wear with shirt
or sweater for active sports.
Blue, tan or grey shetlandtype weaves, luxurious on
the surface, tough underneath. And Pan-American
suits are pr~ced at just . . .
..

'::.-~·-

·.:··,•
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52.5 0

TAILORED BY

HART SCHAFFNER &~ MARX
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XOMM Inducts
Hobnes Speaks
Site For Upcoming
GrI•d Banqltet Forty
Tivo Cadets 011 E'merald Isle Junior Pro1n Topic
Set Fol• Dec• 13•' A t M·z·
B all a remark
(Continued from Page 1)
l itary
to explain that the title Of Class Meeting
}}~
Forty
two
new
members
were
was
very
nearly a misnomer. A
Bryant T 0 T 3 accepted into the Xavier Order Holmes cameraman
The location for the Junior
was told to go

Xavier's highly successful '49
gridmen will be feted at the annual football banquet, Dec. 13, at
the Gibson Roof Garden. Guest
speaker for the feast will be Paul
Byrant, head coach of Kentucky's
Orange Bowl bound Wildcats.
Byrant's eleven was the only one
that triumphed over the Musketeers in this past season. Starting
time is 6: 30 p.m. and the charge
for the dinner is $4.00.
The awarding of the various
honors that team members have
merited will take place after the
dinner. The coveted Legion of
Honor may be bestowed on some
new men after the meal.
Coaches Kluska, Feldhaus, Lavelle, and Wulk will also deliver
addresses. A new captain will be
elected at the banquet and i·e·
tiring Captain Ray Stackhouse
will make his final show before
the Musketeer people, a speaking
one. It promises to be a wonderful evening for a team that richly
deserves all the plaudits that
have been tossed their way.

Sociality To Back
•
Canneel F oocl Drive
The Xavier University Sodality
will sponsor a canned food drive,
the collection of Peter's Pence
and the compilation of a spiritual
bouquet for Pope Pius XII, during the weeks before Christmas,
Robert Marquard, Sodality prefect, announced this week.
Those wishing to make a larger
contribution to the poor of
Europe may do so by sending
CARE packages through Xavier,
Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S. J., moderator, added.
The canned food drive ,designated as the "X.U.C. Drive,"
was officially opened early this
week and will last until Friday,
Dec. 16, the day before Christmas vacation begins. Students are
to leave canned goods at designated depots.
Proceeds will be distributed to
the needy poor of the city, Fr.
Dietz stated. He added that the
burden of this particular drive
must be borne by day hops, as
dorm students do not ordinarily
have access to canned goods.
Chairmen are Paul Sweeney and
Richard Spraul.
Peter's Pence, the collection for
the poor to be distributed by the
Pope, will be collected this coming week, during which the
spiritual bouquet will also be
compiled. The monetary quota
has been set at $300, about 18
cents per student. This is approximately three times the
normal Patna collection, Fr.
Dietz said.
Pledges for the Bouquet which
includes masses, communions and
rosaries, must be fulfilled next
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Benediction will be celebrated at 1: 20 p.m. these days.

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

Buy and Use Christmas Seals

of Military Merit Nov. 1~ at .the to Ireland and remain until he Prom, to be held Feb. 17, was the
Military Ball. The following is a had sunny pictures. The camera- main topic of discussion at the
list of their names and ranks.
man remained for four months, first Junior Class meeting, MonCadet Captans: Robert H. EMer- during which he shot pictures for day, Nov. 21. The advantages and
disadvantages of various locahorst, Paul A. Hillen, Lee J. Horn- two sunshiney weeks!
tions
were weighed.
back, Donald R. Kaiser •. William
Whether Burton Holmes' homey
Because of the success of the
E. Ryan and James F. Slles.
monologue was especially interCadet 1st Lieut.: Donald J. Boh- esting, or whether the colored pic- Homecomnig Dance at the Topnert, Alexander R. Stout and John tures were expertly taken, or per, this location was brought in- Help Stamp Out Tuberculosis
P. Torbeck.
whether Irish people just like to to the discussion for the first - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cadet 2nd Lieut.: Patrick J. see and hear about their ancestral time. The Hotel Gibson Roof
Fehring, Niel J. Hardy, Thomas homeland-whether any or aU of Garden had been "the only other :.lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!:
5
D. Herrington, Maurice J. H':rrin, these are true, it was a pleasant place previously considered. The 5
:
Elmer F. Knable, John Kupper, evening down at Taft last Sunday. Prom Committee was reluctant 5
Maximillian P. Lammers, Robert
to make a final decision until the
NEW
opinions of the class members
5
F. Lutmer, Vincent T. Oliverio,
Joseph B. Pohlkamp, James J.
were gleaned. Final decision will :
ENGLAND
be made late this week.
:
5
Faggart and Joseph H. Wessling.
Cadet Master Sergeant: Paul J.
Choice of a band for the Prom
HAT
§
and congratulations to senior E
5
Armleder, Dennis J, Barron,
Not content to rest on their class for its initiating the§
MANUFACTURING 5
James H. Brinkman, William E.
§
Bruton, Donald R. Bumiller, Rich- laurels, the Masque Society will blazer coat tradition were ot\ler E
meet
next
Sunday
evening,
Dec.
topics
that
were
covered.
§
COMPANY
5
ard W. Clott, Robert F. Franz, Jr., 4 in South Hall at 8 p.m. to dis_
:
John D. Harmon, Carl A. Hugnag- cuss plans for their next presThe meeting was presided over
el, William R. Johannigman, Louis entation.
by class president, Jim Keefe. E
J. Mastrapaolo, Paul J. Misali,
The play, to be announced by A small percentage of the class :
118 East Sixth Street 5
Thomas Moehringer, James J.
L. Dial, director of the was present.:§===:=
:_
Rammacher, Donald Reese, Geo. Victor
group, is scheduled to be a seri5
Cinc'innati, Ohio
E. Resing, Jr., Richard E. Schuerous work. Dial also revealed Hall sometime before the end of
CONRAD FOCHT, Sr.,
§
mann, William R. Seibert, Carl J. that members of his Play Pro- the first semester. The plays have
Proprietor
Seiler, Ralph L. Westrich and duction class will present another not yet been selected by t!1e class
_
Robert J. White.
evening of one-act plays in South. ....members.
i11111111llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii
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Masquers To Meet,
Discuss Next Play
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